
Pupil Survey 2021-22: Learning

1. Does your teacher or teaching assistant talk with you about your work?

Yes 78%

No 5%

I'm not sure 17%

2. How do you know how to improve your work? (you can choose as many as you 
like)

my teacher or teaching 
assistant… 39%

my friends tell me 15%

its written in my book 21%

quizzes and tests 20%

I don't know 6%



3. What things do you use in class to support you with your learning? (you can 

choose    

        as many as you like)

dictionaries and thesaurus
17
0

ipads
15
0

maths equipment e.g cubes, 
nu…

15
0

classroom displays
15
3

knowledge organisers
11
6

RWI spelling chart or spelling 
lists 59

jotter/notebook/journal
17
6

teacher or teaching assistant
22
0

class friend
15
6

I don't know what things I can
u… 8

I don't need to use anything 21

Other 20

4. Can you give me an example of some feedback you have been given in 

the    

         classroom? (if you do not know what feedback means type I don't 

know)

teacher or 
teaching say to 
improve my work writing in english

piece of work Improve my 
writing capital letters   

marking our 
work

book help work teacher

Use full stops and capital

letterscheck

Good
work

handwriting work is good   stars and a
wish

English my work Telling you what you
what you what to do

next



5. Is there anything that your teacher could do to help you learn better in class?

teacher to work with me more 53
time with the teaching 
assistant 38
working in smaller groups 
worki… 81

more marking in books 16

more resources in class 19
speaking to someone about my
… 19
more quizzes to test my 
underst… 51

using ipads and laptops more 76

As a response to this pupil survey, the following actions have been taken: 

 additional feedback training for staff

 additional small group work with teachers and teaching assistants

 introduction of subject specific electronic quizzes
 purchase of feedback printers for every classroom to support live feedback capture
 further training and development of knowledge organisers for all subjects




